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Project 
Description

We created a “Political Safe Space”: 
an enclosed structure with visual 
political posters inside for people to 
hop in, think, and express their 
opinions about recent American 
politics.



Purpose
To provide a safe enclosed 
environment for those to sit inside 
and reflect on the most recent 
political issues.



How does this fit with the 
Project #3 assignment 

description?

This fits with the assignment 
description because it tackles major 
political issues; more specifically, the 
recent election results. We find that 
this structure is sustainable because 
it can be used all over and over again 
and not thrown away after used (it is 
easy to assemble and disassemble). 



How does this fit with the 
Project #3 assignment 

description?

Not only does this project have 
political visual to fit with the 
assignment’s political instructions; 
but it has some deep meaning within 
it as well. The many different 
patterns symbolically represent the 
different viewpoints people may 
have. But like these patterns, 
together they can still create a sense 
of community and harmoniousness.



Methods, Materials, 
and Subjects learned 

in class used

● Laser Cutting
○ We used this to create the 

chipboard prototype.

● CNC Cutting
● 3d modelling/Sketch up
● Knowledge of Geometric 

Structures
○ For the shape of the structure we 

created

● Knowledge of drilling holes
○ For the connectors

● Knowledge of Mechanical 
Connections

○ Specifically nuts and bolts



Methods, Materials, 
and Subjects learned 

in class used

● Sewing skills
○ For the seating / beanbag

● Knowledge of the importance of 
prototypes

● Manipulation of textures
○ For the patterns on the structure’s 

triangles

● Knowledge of Isometric 
Sketches / Technical Drawings



Research



Inspiration

Geometrical structures

Patterns



Development



Concept Development Sketches

Our concept for this 
structure is an 
enclosed space that a 
person can fit inside 
in, similar to a small 
tent or shelter. 



First 3d model in Sketch Up

Front view                          Side view                           Back view                             Top view      



First mockup. 



2nd iteration of 3d model
 Sketch Up

Left Side View                                Right Side View                      

Front View

Back View                                     Top View



3d translated into 2d. 



Illustrator
-Color-coding 
-Holes for connectors strategically 
placed, so they are as close as 
possible to weak points (corners), 
but not too close, so where triangle has 
small angle they won’t be too close 
To each other.



3D Mockup

We started by resizing the triangles onto an 

18x24” chipboard of ⅛” thickness.

We then laser-cutted the triangles.

We connected them with tape to act as the 

mechanical connectors.



3D Mockup
Left View Front View



3D Mockup
Right ViewBack View



Pattern placement
ideas

Front

Side                                                                                               Side

Back                                                                                             Top



Pattern placement idea. Top View Flattened. Illustrator



Files prepared to cut, adding patterns.



CNC



Material Exploration Samples. 

CNC foam test
and
Evaluation of connector 
strength
= it worked!



Painting Color Scheme



Material Connection Planning
We chose to use nuts and bolts 
because we wanted the structure 
to be able to be assembled and 
disassembled by the user.

Additionally, we chose to create 
our connectors with metal sheets 
because we felt that it was 
flexible enough to be bent at an 
angle, yet sturdy enough to hold 
the pink foam structure.

Connector prototypes

Connector sketches



Material Connection Planning
We chose to use a 0.25” thick aluminum 
sheet because it is strong enough to hold 
the foam, but flexible enough to be bent.

First, we tried hand cutting the metal with 
metal scissors but this proved to be too 
time consuming, not very neat, and 
physically exhausting.

Then, we tried using the Making Center’s 
metal cutter and this worked well.



Material Connection Planning
As for the specific angles that each 
connector needs, we tried using a 
duck-noose clamp to bend the metal but 
this was not very strong not accurate to the 
angle.

Then, we came up with the idea of creating 
wooden angles and then hammering 
pre-bent 90 degree connectors into each 
wooden angle. This proved to be accurate 
and effective.



2D Design Ideas (to go inside the structure)



2D Design Ideas (to go inside the structure)



Process



The Presentation 
of this Structure
Jharif created a flyer “advertising” 
our structure so that people would 

be drawn to it.



Final Connectors 



Assembling process & painting process



Final Structure



Photograph of Structure in Context





Thank you! 


